We calculate the exact number of rational points on certain families of Fermat curves defined over F q 2 or F q 3 . If q is even we consider also a family of Fermat curves over F q 3 which is closely related to Kloosterman sums.
Introduction and statement of results
Let F q be a finite field with q elements and let C be an algebraic curve in a projective space over the algebraic closureF q of F q . Let m be a positive integer. The determination of the number of rational points N on a curve C defined over F q m ⊂F q is an old number theoretic problem. In general, this is a very difficult problem and usually we have to be satisfied with only estimating the number N . The Hasse-Weil bound states that, if the genus of C is g then N − q m + 1 2gq m/2 , provided that C is smooth and irreducible. In some special cases this bound can be essentially improved, and one is even capable to calculate the number N exactly in certain families of curves. An example of the latter case is a family of Fermat curves which is closely related to the Hermitian curve defined over F q 2 (see [9] ), namely C: αx q+1 + βy q+1 + δz q+1 = 0, where α, β, δ ∈ F * q 2 are parameters. Further results and information on fairly recent studies on Fermat curves can be found, e.g., in [4] .
In this note we also consider the number of rational points on certain families of projective Fermat curves, now defined over F q m with m = 2 or m = 3. More precisely, for fixed m = 2, 3, we shall consider the number of rational points N m (α, β, δ) on the projective curve C: αx q−1 + βy q−1 + δz q−1 = 0 with α, β, δ ∈ F * q m . Let χ be the canonical additive character of F q , and if q is odd we denote by η the quadratic character of F * q with the convention η(0) = 0. Let N(α) denote the norm of α ∈ F q m from F q m onto F q . Our main results are the following three theorems. where k = 0, 1, 2 or 3, depending on whether 0, 1, 2 or 3 of the fractions −α/δ, −α/β, −β/δ belongs to (F * q 2 ) q−1 , and is defined as follows:
if q is odd.
Then
where k = 0, 1, 2 or 3, depending on whether 0, 1, 2 or 3 of the fractions −α/δ, −α/β, −β/δ belongs to (F * q 3 ) q−1 , and is the number of rational points on the projective cubic over F q defined by the affine equation
and otherwise,
If q is even we can give more precise information on the distribution of values of as a function of a, b, and d. At this point the author would like to thank Jyrki Lahtonen who was able to put the equation of the cubic in Theorem 2 to the Weierstrass form, which, together with the substitutions introduced in [5, Theorem 2.1], made it possible to obtain the following result.
Example 1. If w = 0 then abdc −3 = 1, and in this case
In the supersingular case, i.e. when c = 0, we can give the exact values of since then we have the following result from [3] (see Theorems 1 and 2).
Theorem (Carlitz) . Let q = 2 n , and let u, v ∈ F q , u = 0.
Assume n = 2s. Then
Assume n is odd. Then
where y 0 is any solution of y 4 + y = vh −1 + 1 in F q , Tr is the trace function from F q onto F 2 , h 3 = u, and ( 2 n ) is the Jacobi symbol.
Example 2. In case n = 2s we see that equation u 2 x 4 + ux = v 2 has solution x 0 = a 2 , if u and v are as in Theorem 2 . Hence, in this case,
and we have 3 and tr(vf −1 ) = 0.
We prove Theorems 1, 2, and 2 by expressing the number N m in terms of exponential sums and then we use a relation between these sums, and one and two variable Kloosterman sums. This leads us to consider a sum of certain products of Kloosterman sums. Theorem 1 then follows by a more or less direct character sum calculation where only the orthogonality of characters is employed. The proof of Theorem 2 is somewhat more complicated and there we use a generalization of a technique used by Carlitz in [2] where he evaluated, among other things, a sum of third powers of two variable Kloosterman sums. This method leads us to consider the number of solutions of a nonlinear system of equations, which, in turn, leads us to consider the cubic introduced in Theorem 2.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state a relation between certain exponential sums and multiple Kloosterman sums proved at least in [8] . For the convenience of the reader we shall give the proof also here. In Section 3 we prove Theorems 1, 2, and 2 .
A relation between exponential sums and Kloosterman sums
Let q be a prime power and let χ be the canonical additive character of F q . Let a ∈ F q and let m > 0 be an integer. Let
be an m-dimensional Kloosterman sum.
Let e be the canonical additive character of F q m . Let t = (q m − 1)/(q − 1) and let N(α) := α t denote the norm of α from F q m onto F q .
Proof. Let H and H denote the multiplicative character groups of order q − 1 of F *
is a Gauss sum over F q m . By the Davenport-Hasse identity (see [7, Theorem 5.14, p. 197 
On the other hand, we know that (see [7, (5.17 
for all x 1 , . . . , x m−1 ∈ F * q . By multiplying the both sides of the last equation by χ(x 1 + · · · + x m−1 ) we obtain
and therefore we get
By comparing this equation to Eq. ( * ) we obtain the result. 2
Proof of Theorems 1, 2, and 2
Let α, β, δ ∈ F * q m and consider the number of solutions of equation
The obvious solutions of Eq. (1) are the triples (x, y, z) with xyz = 0. It is easy to see that the number of obvious solutions is
where k = 0, 1, 2 or 3, depending on whether 0, 1, 2 or 3 of the fractions −α/δ, −α/β, −β/δ belongs to (F * q m ) q−1 . Consider next the number N m of solutions of (1) satisfying xyz = 0. Let e be the canonical additive character of F q m and denote
The orthogonality of characters implies
By Theorem 3 we now have
where
Thus, to prove Theorems 1 and 2 we only need to calculate or estimate sums S 2 (α, β, δ) and S 3 (α, β, δ).
Proof of Theorem 1
First we observe that
Obviously the last sum equals (−1) 3 , and now, the orthogonality of characters implies
Finally, the orthogonality of characters implies that the inner sum equals q − 1 if 1 + z −1 − d(a + bz) −1 = 0 and otherwise it is equal to −1. Hence,
Equation (2) now implies the equality
and therefore
Moreover, since N 2 = k(q − 1)(q 2 − 1) + 1, the number of projective solutions of Eq. (1) is
Theorem 1 follows now immediately in case a + b − d = 0, and after the substitution
Proof of Theorems 2 and 2
Let α, β, δ ∈ F * q 3 . To calculate the sum
we extend the method of Carlitz which he used in [2] to calculate S 3 (1, 1, 1 ). To this end, we set
Proof. 
It follows from the orthogonality of characters that the left-hand side of equation in Lemma 1(iii) is closely related to the number of solutions of a system of equations. Indeed,
where N is the number of solutions of the following system of equations
To simplify notations we put a = α t , b = β t and d = δ t . By eliminating x 3 and y 3 we see that system (3) is equivalent to
and therefore system (3) is equivalent to
Carlitz noticed that the polynomial on the left-hand side of Eq. (4) has the factorization
if a = b = d = 1, from which it is easy to calculate the number N in this special case. To deal with the general case, we consider the equation
Let S denote the set of solutions of Eq. (5) such that xyz(ax + z)(by + z) = 0, and let N denote the cardinality of S .
Proof. Let S denote the set of the solutions (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ) of Eq. (4) such that
is a surjective (q − 1)-to-1 map. Letx = (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ S and let x = x 1 y 1 , y = x 2 y 2 , and z = x 2 y 1 . Now
or, equivalently, abx 2 y + abxy 2 + ax 2 z + by 2 z + (a + b + d)xyz + xz 2 + yz 2 = 0, and therefore (x, y, z) is a solution of (5). It is clear by x 1 x 2 y 1 y 2 (ax 1 + x 2 )(y 1 + by 2 ) = 0 that xyz = 0, and, moreover, since z/x = x 2 /x 1 and z/y = y 1 /y 2 it follows that z/x = −a and z/y = −b. Hence f (x) ∈ S . Conversely, let (x, y, z) ∈ S . First we observe that the system of equations (x 1 y 1 = x, x 2 y 2 = y, x 2 y 1 = z) has exactly q − 1 solutions (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ). Indeed, for each y 1 ∈ F * q there exist unique elements x 1 , x 2 ∈ F * q and, consequently, unique y 2 ∈ F * q satisfying the system. It is also clear by Eq. (6) that every such solution (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ) is a solution of Eq. (4). Moreover, it follows from z/x = −a and z/y = −b that x 2 /x 1 = −a and y 1 /y 2 = −b, and we are done. 2
We dehomogenize Eq. (5) by setting z = 1, i.e. we consider the equation g(x, y) := abx 2 y + abxy 2 + ax 2 + by 2 + (a + b + d)xy + x + y = 0, (7) and let N denote the number of solutions of Eq. (7) with xy(ax + 1)(by + 1) = 0.
Proof. Since the map (x, y, z) → (x/z, y/z) is a (q − 1)-to-1 map from the set of zeros (x, y, z) ∈ F q , z = 0, of a homogeneous polynomial f (X, Y, Z) ∈ F q [X, Y, Z] onto the zero locus of its dehomogenization f (X, Y, 1), the claim follows immediately. 
Proof. By Eq.
(2) we have
and now, by Lemma 1 and the definition ( * ) of number N below Lemma 1, we obtain
Since N = (q − 1) 2 N , by Claims 1 and 2, we get
and consequently
from which the claim follows. 2
So, to prove Theorem 2 we only need to calculate, or at least estimate, the number N . We must have f = 0 or f = 1 and, simultaneously, r = 0 or ar = 1.
Obviously the case f = r = 0 leads to a contradiction, and if f = 1 and r = 0 we must have b = a + b + d − a which gives the contradiction d = 0.
If f = 0 and ar = 1 we must have 1 = r(a 1 (a + d) . Hence, a = a + d and again we have the contradiction d = 0.
Finally, if f = 1 and ar = 1, we must have b = a + b + d − a − abr = d and 1 = r(a + b + d − a − abr) = rd = a −1 d, which gives that a = b = d.
If e = 0 then similar, but less tedious, argument shows that g(x, y) cannot have a factor of the form y + r either. Hence, g(x, y) is absolutely irreducible unless a = b = d and we are done. 2
Let χ be the canonical additive character of F q , and if q is odd we denote by η the quadratic character of F * q with η(0) = 0.
Proof. Consider curve C with defining affine equation g(x, y) = 0. We observe that the points on C that satisfy equation xy(ax + 1)(by + 1) = 0 are (0, 0), (−a −1 , 0), (0, −b −1 ), and the infinite points on C, in homogeneous coordinates, are (0 : 1 : 0), (1 : 0 : 0), (1 : −1 : 0). Hence, the number of rational points on C is N + 6.
Assume first that C is irreducible. Since the degree of g(x, y) is 3 we know that the genus g of C is 0 or 1, and moreover, g = 1 if and only if C is smooth. Hence, if g = 1, the Hasse-Weil bound implies
If g = 0 the same estimate holds by the results of [1] , since now the arithmetic genus of C is 1. Assume next that C is reducible. Now g(x, y) = (ax + ay + 1)(axy + x + y), and obviously equation ax + ay + 1 = 0 has exactly q solutions in 
where N 3 is the number of obvious solutions of Eq. (1). We note that N + 6 is exactly the number of rational points on the cubic in Theorem 1, as we saw in the proof of Proposition 2. From now on all the curves we are considering are assumed to be projective. To prove Theorem 2 we consider curves C and C over F q with affine equations C: g(x, y) = 0, [6] .) C and C are birational over F q .
Lemma 3. (See Lahtonen
Proof. Consider the homogenic form (5) of the equation of C:
The substitution
gives the equation
and then, the substitution
Next we set
and see that C is isomorphic over F q to
Finally we observe that the map (X, Y ) → (x = X, y = dXY ) is a rational map from B to C with the inverse (x, y) → (X = x, Y = y dx ). 2 Lemma 4. C is isomorphic over F q to
Proof. Let c = a + b + d. If c = 0 then we may write the equation of C in the form
and the claim follows in this case after the substitution x = X + ad, y = abdY . Here one may use also the identities ab
If c = 0, then we do the same successive substitutions as [5, Theorem 2.1]:
and we see that C is isomorphic over F q to
Next, following the proof of [5, Corollary 2.2], we homogenize the equation of C 2 and then set
which gives the equation
Finally we set
and we are done. 2
We are now able to prove Theorem 2 . It follows from Lemma 3 that the function fields of C and C are isomorphic over F q , and therefore, the genera of C and C are equal. Moreover, the genus of C (respectively C ) is 1 or 0 depending on whether it is smooth or not. Thus, C is smooth if and only if C is smooth. Since a birational equivalence between smooth curves is actually an isomorphism, it follows that C and C are isomorphic over F q if one of them is smooth.
Obviously C 1 is smooth, and the number of finite rational points on C 1 equals
Since C 1 has exactly one point at infinity, Theorem 2 is true in this case by Lemma 4. Consider C 2 next. Since C 2 has exactly two rational points at infinity, we observe that the number of rational points on C 2 equals
Next we observe that C 2 is smooth if and only if w = 0, and therefore Theorem 2 is true in case w = 0. Assume w = 0, and consider the affine pieces with p = (0, ab(a + b)), is bijective. Since B and C have exactly two and one rational points at infinity, respectively, it follows that the number of rational points on B and on C is equal. Since C is isomorphic over F q to B by the proof of Lemma 3, Theorem 2 follows now by Lemma 4 and (8) .
